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IMPULSO 60 – Specs
Brand TURBOAIR
Model IMPULSO

PRF PRF0193253
EAN 8020283058712

Energy Class A
Warranty 2/3 years (based on country regulation)
Finishing Black

Size 60 cm
Cut-out 56 x 49 cm

Glass ILVA + Eurokera
ASPIRATION

Configuration Duct-out convertible in filtering
Control hood Slider TC 4+B

Airflow 205 - 475 - 580 m3/h 
Noise level 45 - 61 - 67 dB(A)

Odour filters Ceramic, regenerable

Functions
Autocapture

Timer
Maintenance alarm

COOKING
Induction Copreci

Control hob Slider TC 9+B
Absorption 7,2 KW

Power limitation Yes 3,1/4,5
Cooking zones 4

Size cooking zones
2 - Ø 21 cm @2 kW

2 – Ø 16 cm @1,6 kW

Bridge zone No

Functions

Keep warm
Stop&Go

Timer
Residual heat indicator

Child Lock

210
2 kW

160
1,6 kW

210
2 kW

160
1,6 kW
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IMPULSO 80 – Specs
Brand TURBOAIR
Model IMPULSO

PRF PRF0193254
EAN 8020283058729

Energy Class A
Warranty 2/3 years (based on country regulation)
Finishing Black

Size 83 cm

Cut-out 75 x 49 cm
Glass ILVA + Eurokera

ASPIRATION
Configuration Duct-out convertible in filtering
Control hood Slider TC 4+B

Airflow 205 - 475 - 580 m3/h 
Noise level 45 - 61 - 67 dB(A)

Odour filters Ceramic, regenerable

Functions
Autocapture

Timer
Maintenance alarm

COOKING
Induction Copreci

Control hob Slider TC 9+B
Absorption 7,2 KW

Power limitation Yes 3,1/4,5
Cooking zones 4

Size cooking zones
2 - Ø 18 cm @2 kW
1 - Ø 21 cm @2 kW

1 – Ø 16 cm @1,6 kW
Bridge zone Yes - left

Functions

Keep warm
Stop&Go

Timer
Residual heat indicator

Child Lock

210
2 kW

160
1,6 kW

3 kW

180
2 kW

180
2 kW
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A product where essential lines blends scrupulous
attention to details, perfectly fitting any kitchen style.
The flat cooking surface guarantees easy and ergonomic
movements with pots and pans of different dimensions,
and moreover preserve the rapid cleanability of
traditional induction hobs.

Designed to easily overcome possible kitchen structural
constraints in terms of installation, offering uncountable
installation solutions.

Focus only on your recipe without worry about bad odors,
since Impulso automatically sets the most suitable
extraction power.

The maintenance is extremely easy and the filters are
efficient and longlasting, thus eco-friendly.

The black glass surface is enriched by the black aluminum grid, a
minimal aesthetic studied to be seamlessly integrated into different
kitchen styles.

In addition to several duct-out installation solutions, in recycling mode is
possible to choose among up to three solutions: pipes guided (plinth in
and plinth out) or in an easier way unguided (back outlet), saving
plastic.

The Autocapture mode automatically regulates the air extraction
depending on the number and power of the cooking zones being used.
The high extraction speed is about 5 times faster than the speed of
rising fumes, impressively silent witch just 61 dB(A) and A energy class
rating.

Grease and odor filters can be easily removed from the top of the hob. 
The ceramic odour filters efficiency (80%) last for up to 5 years, because 
they can be regenerated.

BENEFIT REASON WHY

IMPULSO – VALUE PROPOSITION
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GREEN INDUCTION 

IMPULSO – PRODUCT PLUS

GREEN 
INDCUTION

Cooking has never been so convenient, for the user and for the environment. 

Thanks to a clever technology in power management optimal results can be achieved at intermediate levels, when there is the need to mantain the cooking in a stable and 

controlled status. 

On the other side reaching the boiling point takes only few minutes while saving about 25% of energy if compared with standard induction hobs.

AUTOCAPTURE

With Autocapture, you will not have to worry about adjusting extraction based on what you are cooking. The hood will identify the cooking areas that are active and set the 

power accordingly, finding the best balance between silence, power and energy efficiency. And when you have finished cooking, the system gradually decreases the speed, 

eliminating any residual fumes and odours. The extraction hob becomes even more functional and practical for perfect cooking and excellent extraction.

With the widespread tendency to design open-plan kitchens joined to the living room, it has become important to be able to rely on hoods with a greater extraction capability which 

are quieter, so they do not intrude on the surroundings. 

Impressively silent, the sound level of Impulso at maximum extraction speed is just 61 dB(A), it does not disturb or interfere with the conversation of those present. 

COMFORT SILENCE
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IMPULSO – COOKING PRODUCT PLUS

CHILD LOCK
If you have children in your home, the Child Lock function is invaluable for ensuring the cooking or extraction areas are not accidentally switched on. The function can be
enabled when the product is switched on, but the cooking areas and extraction are switched off.

TIMER
Forget about cooking times by turning on the timer. Just set the minutes and start the countdown. At the end, the cooking area will be automatically switched off and a
beeper will sound. You can set independent timers on more than one area at the same time with the touch remote control.

POWER LIMITATION
Power Limitation is set during installation, the maximum power absorbed by the product is limited, thus ensuring that you never exceed the pre-set limit. As a result, you
can cook efficiently with no interruptions in total safety.

STOP&GO
Sometimes you need to unexpectedly leave the kitchen in the middle of preparing a recipe, interrupting the cooking. The Stop&Go function allows you to suspend with one
single gesture all the active functions, and then restart them and recover the same previous setting with a simple press of a button, combining safety, cooking result and
multitasking management

WARMING MODE

The function is designed for slow cooking and is ideal for heating up liquid dishes such as milk and broths, but also creams and sauces, 
without having to worry about them overheating. In addition, with Warming Mode you can keep ready-made food warm while other 
preparations are in progress.
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LONG LIFE FILTER ++
This filter is suitable for the most challenging cooking environments, given its superior ability to filter and purify the air. The Elica
technology achieves filtering thresholds of 80% against the market average of 60%. The ceramic activated carbon filters will
become saturated after a prolonged period of use, depending on the type of cooking and frequency with which the grease filters
are cleaned. These odour filters can be regenerated every 2/3 months in an oven preheated to 200°C for one hour. Regeneration
allows a maximum filter lifespan of 5 years.

EASY TO MAINTAIN

All the components, such as the grease and odour filters, can be easily accessed and removed from the top, without unmounting the drawers, so they can be washed or
rapidly replaced. Thanks to the opening under the aluminum profile, it is possible to clean the internal compartment in total safety. Finally, any crumbs or other elements
that have fallen into the central inlet can be collected and removed with few simple gestures. If liquids accidentally or excessively leak out of the pots, the drain valve
located on the lower part of the product can be opened so as to remove any residue and be able to clean in conditions of maximum hygiene.

IMPULSO – ASPIRATION PRODUCT PLUS

MAINTENANCE ALARM

The light indicator provides an alert when the grease and odour filters are about to reach their maximum saturation. So you always know when you need to wash or replace
them and you can keep your product clean and functional over time.

DELAY SWITCH OFF 
A smart timer function that allows the user to set the automatic shutdown for all the speeds after a predetermined time. The Delay Switch off can be used by those
consumers who want to leave the hood operating for a programmed time to completely remove odors that may persist after some intensive cooking sessions.

Lorraine
Cross-Out
45 minutes maximum
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IMPULSO – PRODUCT FEATURE

Grease filter

Ceramic 
odour filters

Thanks to the highly intuitive touch control panel, the cooking zones and the hood are
controlled easily and intuitively: the slider touch control, both for the 4 cooking zones
and for the aspiration with 4 speeds + booster. Each zone is very simple to monitor
thanks to the red backlight indicators, that show the set power level.

All the filters, grease and odour can be removed from the top, without unmounting the
drawers.
The products integrates a special simplified extraction system that allows to insert from
the top side of the product 2 filtering ceramic blocks. Thanks to their regeneration
properties, maintenance can be done every 3 month putting the blocks in the oven at a
temperature of 200°for 45 min.
Filters can work maintaining a constant efficiency up to 5 Years.

HANDY INTERACTION

EASY ACCESS
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IMPULSO

VERSION Exhaust convertible in filtering

DIMENSION 60/83 x 51,5 cm

COLOR Black

USER INTERFACE
Single Slider 

red backlights

COOKING ZONES 4

EXTRACTION LEVELS 4 Speed + 1 Booster

ENERGY CLASS A

AIFLOW (BOOST) 570 m3/h

NOISE (MAX) 61 dB(A)

GREASE FILTER 3D Aluminium filter

ODOUR FILTER Ceramic Long Life ++

IMPULSO – TECHNICAL SHEET

Impulso 60 Impulso 83
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Exhaust Recycling

Cut-out 60 cm version

Plinth in Back outletPlinth out

IMPULSO – PRODUCT INSTALLATION

Guided Unguided

Back exit Under plinth exit

Cut-out 83 cm version
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pipes for 
installation as 
accessory

Exhaust 
version

No pipes 
included in 

the packaging

pipes for 
installation as 
accessory

Filtering 
version

No pipes 
included in 

the packaging

KIT0167757

KIT0180522

KIT0167756

Elica new installation system permits the conversion at any time, in fact the back outlet position of the product is compliant for both installation versions.
No pipes are included in the packaging so to have maximum flexibility, user customization and plastic saving (use only the pipes that is needed for the
specific project).

IMPULSO – PRODUCT INSTALLATION
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KIT0167755

HP regenerable ceramic filter 
Efficiency 80%
Regenerable every 2-3 months in the oven for 45 min. at 200°

KIT0167756

Filtering kit plinth in

KIT0167757

Filtering kit plinth out

KIT0180522

Filtering kit back outlet

Installation box

Odour filter

IMPULSO – ACCESSORIES


